Andy’s Fruity Christmas Tree Activity
Food Art & Color Fun

Andy found a way to build a tree with special colors this year. Build your own to add it to your holiday decorations!

**Ingredients:**
- 10 clementines
- 1 strawberry
- 1 Bosc bear
- 1 green kitchen cloth or scarf

**Instructions:**
1. Take one end of the cloth and fold it to meet the diagonal corner. Do this same fold again with the other two corners.
2. Place your pear at the base of the cloth, with the larger end at the base.
3. Make a pyramid with the clementines, with 4 at the base, 3 in the second row, two in the next, and one at the top.
4. Cut the top off of the strawberry. Then top the final orange with a strawberry so that the small end is pointing upward.
5. Use as a dessert center piece or just make & eat it right away!

“Oranges have fight-o-chemicals that keep my eyes healthy and help me see in the dark. I might even see Santa!” - Andy